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Abstract 
Hansel, G. and J.-P. Troallic, Quasicontinuity and Namioka’s theorem, Topology and its Applica- 
tions 46 (1992) 135-149. 
First a simple proof of Namioka’s theorem on separate and joint continuity is given. Then we 
show a multivariate Namioka’s theorem whose all component spaces are countably Tech complete 
regular. The proof relies on a surprising result about the quasicontinuity of a separately continuous 
function. 
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1. Introduction 
Let X be a countably tech complete regular space (see definition in Section 2), 
Y a compact space, 2 a metric space and f: X x Y + Z a separately continuous 
function. A fundamental result of Namioka [16] states that there exists a dense G, 
subset of points x E X such that f is jointly continuous at each point (x, y), y E Y. 
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Within the same framework, another proof of this result has been recently given by 
Bouziad [2]. 
In [23], Troallic has enhanced another aspect of Namioka’s theorem: let %,,( Y, 2) 
be the set %( Y, Z) of continuous functions from Y into Z equipped with the 
pointwise convergence topology and let %‘,( Y, Z) be the same set equipped with 
the uniform convergence topology; if a function @ : X + zPe,( Y, Z) is continuous, 
then @ has a dense G, set of continuity points. Considering things from this 
functional point of view, Troallic has proved Namioka’s theorem in the important 
cases where X is a locally compact or a complete metric space (let us recall that 
these are the main examples of countably Tech complete regular spaces). Later on 
several proofs of Namioka’s original theorem were obtained within this framework 
[4, 11,201. 
In the second section of the present work, we take up this question again from 
the functional point of view and give a proof of Namioka’s theorem which is more 
direct than the previous ones. Let us point out that this proof makes use of a 
generalization of a classical lemma employed in the proof of Stone-Weierstrass’s 
theorem (Lemma 2.3). 
In Section 3, both in order to prepare the later results and for its own interest, 
we study the notion of quasicontinuity. This notion which was introduced by 
Kempisty [lo], has been the subject of many works (see in particular [3,13-15,17- 
19,241). In this respect, we prove a somewhat surprising result: any separately 
continuous function f: X, X . . . x X,, + Y, where the X, are countably Tech complete 
regular spaces and Y is a metric space, is quasicontinuous (and consequently the 
set of its continuity points is a dense subset of X, x . . . x X,). Let us note that this 
statement or similar ones were already obtained but under stricter conditions: when 
the spaces X, are locally compact in [24] (with a more difficult method) and when 
they are first countable [3, 1.5, 17, 181. 
In Section 4, we consider Namioka’s theorem for a multivariate function P. In 
[22], Talagrand has proved this theorem in the case where X =X, x . * . XX,, is a 
product space with X, a K-P-defavourable space, Xz, . . . , X,, compact spaces and 
w:x,x... xX,, + V$e,( Y, Z) a separately continuous function. By making use of 
the ideas of Section 2 and of the results of Section 3, we generalize the multivariate 
Namioka’s theorem in two directions: on the one hand, we only assume that the 
spaces X, , . . . , X,, are countably tech complete regular (the difference in the 
topologies of the first space X, is essentially a matter of taste) and on the other 
hand, we take as the range of !P a subset of %‘( Y, Z) equipped with a topology 
which is coarser than the pointwise convergence topology. 
Section 5 is dedicated to Namioka’s theorem in vector spaces. In particular, we 
prove this theorem when the spaces %‘,( Y, Z) and %‘,,( Y, Z) are respectively replaced 
by a Banach space (B, II.11) and by the locally convex space obtained by equipping 
B with the extremal topology, the conditions on the spaces X, , . . . , X, and on the 
function !P being the same as before. This result improves a previous theorem by 
Troallic [24]. 
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2. Namioka’s theorem 
2.1. Countably tech complete regular spaces. We denote by N (respectively N*) the 
set of nonnegative (respectively positive) integers. A topological space X is called 
countably tech complete regular (or strongly countably complete regular [16]) if it is 
regular in the usual meaning and if there is a sequence (s&)~~~ of open covers of 
X such that the following condition is satisfied: 
Let (K)ktN be any decreasing sequence of nonempty closed subsets of X; 
suppose that for all k EN, Fk is contained in at least one element of & ; 
then nkFN FL f 8. 
A sequence (&k)kiN which satisfies this condition is said to be adapted to the 
space X and, for k EN, a subset of an element of & is called tik-small. 
Let % be the class of all countably Tech complete regular spaces. Any element 
of % is a Baire space. A finite topological product of elements of ‘%’ is a Baire space 
but does not necessarily belong to %. Locally compact spaces and complete metric 
spaces belong to ie; more generally, any tech complete space belongs to % (cf. [6,7]). 
2.2. Notations. Let Y be a compact space, Z a metric space, and %( Y, Z) the set 
of all continuous functions from Y into Z. We denote by %,,( Y, Z) the set %( Y, Z) 
equipped with the pointwise convergence topology and by C,( Y, Z) the same set 
equipped with the uniform convergence metric. The metrics of Z and %,( Y, Z) are 
denoted by d. Let f~ %( Y, 2) and F > 0. The closed ball B(f, F) of %$( Y, Z) is the 
set 
It is easy to see that B(f; F) is also closed in %,,( Y, Z). A subset of a metric space 
is called bounded if it is contained in a ball. 
Let I be a set and ([WI),, the set of all bounded real functions on I. Let us equip 
(R’), with the uniform convergence metric d. The usual order relation on [w induces 
on the spaces (R’), and %( Y, (R’),) order relations for which they are lattices. For 
all u, u E %?( Y, (R’),), we have by definition 
usv e u(y)Sv(y)forallyE Y, 
e u(y)(i)~v(y)(i)forally~ YandiEI. 
The following lemma is well known in the particular case where the set I is 
reduced to a one-point set {s} (see for instance [8, p. 2421). Its proof has much in 
common with the usual proof of this particular case. 
2.3. Lemma. Let Y be a compact space, I a set and H a sublattice of %( Y, (R’),,). 
Let g E %‘( Y, (R’),) and E > 0. Suppose that for all ( y, y’) E Y2 there exists h,, E H 
such that 
d(h,,.,(y), g(y)) < e and d(h,.,.,(y’), g(y’)) < e. (1) 
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Then there exists h E H such that d (h, g) G E. Hence the closure of H is the same in 
gp( Y, OR’),) and in %,( Y, (R’),). 
Proof. For all (y, y’) E Y2 let 
u,.,= {z E YI d(h,Jz), g(z)) < &>. 
The set U,,,.. is an open subset of Y and, according to (l), it contains y’. For any 
fixed y E Y, the class (IVY+),.,, y is an open cover of the compact space Y; hence 
there exist yj, . . . , yk E Y such that Y = q,,; u . . . u U,,;, . Let 
h>, = sup{h,.,,.i, . . . , h,.,.,); 
then h, E H and we have 
g(z)(i) < h?.(z)(i)+ e for all z E Y and all i E I. 
Moreover it follows from (1) that 
d(h,,(y), g(y)) < g. 
For all y E Y let 
u, = 1~ E YI d(h,.(z), g(z)) < ~1. 
(2) 
(3) 
The set u,, is an open subset of Y and, according to (3), it contains y. The class 
(U,)%.Ev is an open cover of the compact space Y; hence there exist y, , . . . , y, E Y 
such that Y = U,,, u . ’ . u U,, . Let 
h = inf( h,., , . . . , h?,); 
then h E H and we have 
h(z)(i) <g(z)(i) + e for all z E Y and all i E I. (4) 
Moreover it follows from (2) that 
g(z)(i) < h(z)(i)+ e for all z E Y and all i E I. (5) 
Conditions (4) and (5) imply that d (h, g) G E. 0 
2.4. Remark. Let Z be a metric space and let Z”E Z be a fixed point in Z. Let 
0 : Z + (Rz), be the function defined by 
e(z)(z’) = d(z’, z) - d(z’, z,), z, Z’E Z. 
Then 13 induces an isometry from Z onto 0(Z). 
The following theorem is a fundamental result by Namioka [16, Theorem 2.21. 
We give here for this theorem a “functional” proof which is more direct than those 
which were previously given under the same viewpoint (see [4, 11,20,23]). Let us 
recall that in [16], Namioka has obtained this theorem as a consequence of a 
statement on separate and joint continuity. 
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2.5. Theorem. Let X be a countably tech complete regular space, Y a compact space, 
Z a metric space and @ : X + %,,( Y, Z) a continuous ,f‘unction. Then the set A qf all 
x E X such that @:X + %,( Y, Z) is continuous at the point x is a dense GS subset 
of x. 
Proof. (a) We can suppose that Z = ([w’), where I is a set (cf. Remark 2.4). For 
x E X, let us denote by w(x) the oscillation at x of the function @ : X + (e,, ( Y, Z). 
For HEN let 
Since the function x H w(x) is upper semicontinuous, G, is an open subset of X 
and consequently A = n,,,* GI, is a G, subset of X. Since X is a Baire space, to - 
prove that A = X, we only have to show that G,, = X for any given strictly positive 
integer k. Suppose that there is k,, E N* such that Gk,, # X. Let V = X - Gk,, and let 
F = 1/3ko. 
(b) For ,f E %?( Y, Z), let 
x, = U’(B(f; F)). 
Notice that if a point x belongs to the interior of X,, then w(x) < 2.5 < l/k,,. Since 
B(J; F) is closed in %,,( Y, Z), it follows from the continuity hypothesis on @ that 
X, is closed in X. Consequently if a point x belongs to the interior of a finite union 
of the form X,, u . . . u X,,, , it belongs to the interior of one of the X,, and again 
w(x) < l/ko. 
(c) Let (.&!k)kiN be an adapted sequence of open covers of X (see 2.1). Let 9’ be 
the set of all pairs (U, x) such that U is a nonempty open subset of X contained 
in V and x is a point of U. We now build by induction a sequence (U,, xk)kc_w of 
elements of 9 in the following way. First we choose x,, E V and an open neighbour- 
- 
hood U, of xc, in X such that U,,c V and such that U,, is .&-small. Suppose that 
we have built ( U,, x,) E B forj = 0, . . . , k. Let Lk be the (finite) sublattice of W( Y, Z) 
generated by the @(x,), j = 0, . . , k and let 
A4,: = IJ x,. 
+<:I_, 
Since U, is an open subset of V, it follows from (b) that U, is not contained in 
ML. Hence we can choose x~,, E U,\M, and an open neighbourhood U,,, of xI+, 
in X such that U,,, c U, and such that Uk+, is &k,,-small. 
For all k EN, let FL = {x, Ij 2 k}; since FL c U, , the set FL is .&,-small. Hence the 
decreasing sequence (Fk)rtN of nonempty closed subsets of X has a nonempty 
intersection or equivalently the sequence (.q ) I, pu has in X at least one cluster point 
r. Since the function @ : X + %‘,,( Y, Z) is continuous, Q(r) is a cluster point of the 
sequence @(x~)~~~ in %,,( Y, Z) and a fortiori Q(r) belongs to the closure of 
H = Uki~ Lk in %,,( Y, Z). Since H is a sublattice of %( Y, Z), it follows from Lemma 
2.3 that there exists g E H such that d (g, 4(r)) s F. Let p E N be such that g E L,. 
Thus r E M,] ; but on the other hand, for all k > p, we have xI, E U,,,, c U,,\ M,, ; hence 
r E U,,\ M,, and we get a contradiction. 0 
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Theorem 2.6 is a result of [23] which we recover here as a consequence of Lemma 
2.3. This theorem was one of the tools used in [23] to establish Namioka’s theorem 
in the cases where X is a locally compact or a complete metric space. 
2.6. Theorem. Let Y be a compact space and Z a metric space. Then a subset of 
%( Y, Z) is separable with respect to the pointwise convergence topology if and only if 
it is uniformly separable. 
Proof. The condition is clearly sufficient. Let us prove it is necessary. We may 
suppose that Z= (IF?‘),, where I is a set (see Remark 2.4). Let A be a subset of 
%‘( Y, Z) which is separable with respect to the pointwise convergence topology and 
let D be a countable dense subset of A. The sublattice L(D) generated by D is still 
countable and it follows from Lemma 2.3 that its closure in the metric space Ce,( Y, Z) 
contains A. Hence A is uniformly separable. 0 
3. Separated continuity and quasicontinuity 
Let X, , . . . , X,, be countably tech complete regular spaces, Y a completely 
regular space and f: X, x . . . x X,, + Y a separately continuous function. The main 
purpose of this section is to establish that these conditions imply that f is quasicon- 
tinuous. This result is essential for the sequel of the present work. Let us note that 
in two special cases it was already known: when the spaces X, are first countable 
[3, 151, a case in which the proof is relatively easy, and when they are locally 
compact [24]. Let us also remark that the proof of the locally compact case in [24] 
is more difficult than the proof given here in the general case. 
3.1. Notations and definitions. (3.1.1) Let X and Y be topological spaces and let 
x E X. A function f: X+ Y is called quasicontinuous at the point x if for any 
neighbourhood W of f(x) in Y and any neighbourhood V of x in X, there exists 
a nonempty open subset U of V such that f( U) c W. If f is quasicontinuous at any 
point x E X, then f is called quasicontinuous on X. 
(3.1.2) Let X, , . . . , X,, and Y be topological spaces and let f: X, x . . * x X,, + Y 
be a function. 
(1) Let iE{l,..., n}; for all x=(x ,,..., x,_,,x,+ ,,..., x,)EX,X***XXi_,X 
x,,, x . . . x X,,, let us define the function fy : X, + Y by 
fx(Xi)=f(X,,...,X,~I,X,,X,+l,...,X,), xrex,. 
The function f is called separately continuous if, for all i E (1,. . . , n} and all 
XEX,X.. ~XXi_,XX,+,X~~~ x X,, the function fx is continuous. 
(2) Let (x,, . . . , x,) E X, x . . . x X,,. We say that f is strongly quasicontinuous at 
(x1 9.. ., x,) if the following condition is satisfied: 
Let W be any open neighbourhood off(x, , . . , x,) in Y and let V, x . . . x 
V, be any cylindrical open neighbourhood of (x, , . . . , x,) in X, x . . . x X,, ; 
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then there exists a nonempty cylindrical open subset U, x . . . x U, c V, x 
. ..xV., suchthatx,EU,, andf(U,x...xU,,)c W. 
If this condition is satisfied for all (x,, . . . , x,,) E X, x . . . x X,, then the function 
f is called strongly quasicontinuous on X, x . . . X X,,. 
It is plain that this implies the quasicontinuity off on X, x . . . x X,,. 
3.2. Remark. Let X,, . . . , X,, Y be topological spaces and let f: X, x . . . x X,, + Y 
beafunction.LetA,cX,,...,A,cX,.SupposethatforalliE{l,...,n}andall 
- - 
x E A, x . . . x Ai_, x A,,, x . . . x A,, , we have fr(x) cf,(A,). Then 
- 
.f(A, x. . . x A,) cf(A, x . . . x A,,). 
The proof of this statement is done by induction on n. If n = 1, it is obvious. Suppose 
that the statement is true until n - 1 (n Z= 2) and let us show it for n. 
For any point x E A, x . . . x A,_, , we have 
- 
fx(A,)~f,(A,,) 
and consequently 
f(A,x... - xA,,)cf(A,x...xA,,+,xA,,). 
But, for any x, E A,, the partial function jr,, : X, x . . . x X,,_, + Y satisfies the 
required conditions and therefore it follows from the induction hypothesis that 
.f(A, x. . . xA,_,xA,,)cf(A,x . . . xA,,_,xA,,). 
The conclusion readily follows from these two inclusions. 
Of course, if the function f is separately continuous, it satisfies the required 
conditions, but we shall also need the result in a more general framework. 
3.3. Theorem. Let X,, . . . , X,, be countably kech complete regular spaces, Y a metric 
space andf:X,x... xX, + Y a separately continuous function. Then f is strongly 
quasicontinuous. 
Proof. For n = 1, the theorem is trivial. Suppose it has been proved for i = 1, . . . , n - 1 
(n~2),andletusshowitistrueforn,Let(a,,...,a,,)~X,x...~X,andsuppose 
that f is not strongly quasicontinuous at the point (a,, . . . , a,). Then there exist 
(Y > 0 and a cylindrical open neighbourhood V, x . . . x V, of (a,, . . , a,,) in X, X 
. . . x X,, satisfying the following condition: 
(*) For any nonempty cylindrical open set U, x . . . x U,, c V, x . . . x V,, such 
that a, E U,,, there exists (x,, . . , x,,) E U, x . . . x U,, such that 
d(f(x,,...,x,,),f(a,,...,a,,))~a, 
d being the metric on Y. Let E = CY/~. 
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(a) Let (d,,),,, be an adapted sequence of open covers of X,, i = 1, . . . , n. Let 
Pp, be the set of all pairs ( Ui, x,) where U, c V, is a nonempty open subset of X, 
and x, E U,, i = 1,. . . , n. Let P = P, x . . . x P,,; we shall define by induction a 
sequence (( K,, xI, ,L . . . , ( K,, , x~,,))~~-~ of points of 9 in the following way. We 
put ~0, = a, and we choose an open neighbourhood U,, of %, in X, such that Uoi c V, 
and such that U,, is ,tiCJ,-small, i = 0, . , n. Suppose that (( Ui,, x,,), . . , (U,,, , x,,)) 
has been defined for j = 0, . . , k; then we choose 
((~~k+l~l,.%h+l~l), . . . , (4k+lh, .%llh))E 9J 
such that the following conditions are satisfied: 
U (hilltc~k~ i=l,...yn; (6) 
(,,+l,iis&,,,,,,,-small, i=l,..., n; U (7) 
VXE.%,X.. . x5,,,-,,: d(f(x,x,,+,,,,),f(x,~~,))<llk+l (81 
where S,,={x,,\O~j~k},i=l,..., n-l; 
VXE u,,,,,, x . . . x qk+l)(n-l): 
d(f(x, xbJ,f(xkl,~ ” 7 Xkn)) s E; (9) 
d(f(x,,, III, . . . , X,l\+lh),f(%1,~ . , x0,)) 2 a. (10) 
Let us show that such a choice is possible. Indeed for all x E Sk, x * . . x Skcn_,), the 
partial function f, is continuous at x,),,; hence there exists an open neighbourhood 
&+,,I? of x,,, in X,, such that 
Vx~SI,,X...X&,,* ,,,~x,,E~l\+,,,,: 
d(f(x,x,),f(x,x,,,,))<llk+l. 
Moreover we can suppose that U~~+,~,~ = U,,, and G is &C,+,,,-small. Since the 
point x~~+,),, will be chosen in UtA+,jnr condition (8) will be satisfied. 
By the induction hypothesis, the partial function fY,,, is quasicontinuous at the 
point (xk,, . . . , xkc,,-,,); hence there exists in X, x . . . xX,_, a nonempty open 
cylindrical set 
&,,,I x . . . x U(k+,Nn-I,C u,, x . . . x Ukcn-1, 
such that condition (9) is satisfied. Moreover we can suppose that Utktljt c lJki and 
thatU,,,,,,isd,kilIr- small, i = 1,. . . , n - 1. Thus conditions (6) and (7) are satisfied. 
Finally, making use of condition (*), we can choose 
(.%+,)I, . . . , Xw+u,J E f-4, i III x . . . x UC,, IIn 
such that (10) is satisfied. 
(b) For all k E N and all i E { 1, . . , n} let 
Fhg = ix,, 1j z kl; 
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since Fkic U,,, the set Fk, is zzIk,-small. Consequently, for each i = 1, . . . , n, the 
decreasing sequence (Fh,)htN of nonempty closed subsets of Xi has a nonempty 
intersection or equivalently the sequence (x~,)~~~ has in X, at least one cluster 
point ri. 
For all i = 1,. . . , n - 1, let 
St = {Xji Ij E N} = U Sj,, ; 
kiN 
we have S,x...xS,_,=u~,,,S,,x...xS~(,,_,,. For all XES,X...XS,_,, it 
follows from (8) and from the continuity of the functionf, that d(f(x, r,),f(x, xOn)) = 
0. Since fr,, and fx,,, are separately continuous, it follows from Remark 3.2 that 
d(f(x, r,), f(x, qn)) = 0 for all x E~X . . x S,~_, ; hence we have 
f(rr,.. . , r,-,, m) =f(r,, . . . , r,-, , x0,). (11) 
Since fx,,, is separately continuous, it follows from condition (9) and Remark 3.2 
that for all XE Uck+,), x . . . x UCktljll, we have 
d(f(x, Xkn),f(&, , . . . , %I)) G &. 
Since XjiE U(k+l)i forallj~k+landalli=l,...,n-l,wegetthat 
VkeN: d(f(r,,.. . , r,-,, x,,),f(xhl,. . , XL,,)) s F. (12) 
Conditions (11) and (12) imply 
d(f(r,, . . . , r,-,, r,),f(xoll.. . ,4J) c E. (13) 
But from (12) and (10) we deduce that, for all k E N”, 
d(f(r,,... , r,-, , xAf(xoI,. . . , xOn)) 2 cf - E 2 2~ 
and since the partial function f;l,,...,r,, ,) is continuous, we get that 
d(f(r,, . . . , r,-,, r,),f(6,. . . , x,~,,))~~E. (14) 
Now (13) and (14) are in contradiction. q 
3.4. Corollary. Let X, , . . . , X, be countably eech complete regular spaces, Y a com- 
pletely regular space and f : X, x ’ . ’ X X, + Y a separately continuous function. 7hen 
f is strongly quasicontinuous on X, X . . . X X,,. 
Proof. Let (a, ,..., a,)EX,x... xX, and let us show that f is strongly quasi- 
continuous at (a,, . . . , a,). Let W be an open neighbourhood of f(a,, . . . , a,) in 
Y and let V, x . . * x V, be a cylindrical open neighbourhood of (a,, . . . , a,,) in 
x,x * * . x X,. Let y : Y + R be a continuous function such that f(a, , . . , a,,) = 1 
and which is null everywhere on Y\ W. The function y 0 f: X, x . xX,, + R is 
separately continuous; hence, by Theorem 3.3, f is strongly quasicontinuous at 
(a,,..., a,). Consequently there exists a nonempty open cylindrical set U, x . . . x 
u, c v, x . . . x V,, such that a,, E U,, and such that 
KY of )(x1, . . .,xn)-(~Of)(a,,...,a,,)l<1/2 
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for all (x, , . . . , x,) E U, X . . . x U,,. This implies thatf( U, x . . * x Cl,,) c W and thus 
f is strongly quasicontinuous at (a,, . . . , a,). Cl 
Iff is a quasicontinuous function from a Baire space X into a metric space, then 
f is continuous at each point of a dense G;, subset of X [14]. More generally, one 
has the following simple property (which is stated in [19] in the case where X is 
countably tech complete regular). 
3.5. Proposition. Let X be a Baire space, Y a topological space, Z a metric space and 
a function f: X x Y + 2. If f is a strongly quasicontinuous function on X x Y, then, 
for any b E Y, the set of x E X such that f is continuous at (x, b) is a dense G8 subset 
of x. 
Proof. Let b E Y and let A be the set of all x E X such that f is continuous at (x, b). 
For all k E N”, let 
U,={xEXIw(x,b)<l/k} 
where o(x, b) denotes the oscillation off at (x, b). Then A = nktN* U, and, since 
w is uppersemicontinuous, U, is an open subset of X; hence A is a G8 subset of 
X. Let k,EN and let us show that U,, is dense in X; since X is a Baire space, this 
will prove that A is dense in X. 
Let W be a nonempty open subset of X and let XE W. Since f is strongly 
quasicontinuous at (x, b), there exists a nonempty cylindrical open set U x Vc W x 
Y such that b E V and such that 
V(u, u) E U x V: d(f(u, v),f(x, b)) < 1/3k,, 
where d denotes the metric of Y. This implies that w( U, v) s 2/3ko for any point 
(u, v) E U x V and therefore U = Ur,u. Since U c W, the set W n U,, is nonempty 
and U,, is dense in X. 0 
As an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.3 and Proposition 3.5 we get the 
following result. 
3.6. Theorem. Let X,, . . . , X,, be countably tech complete regular spaces, Y a metric 
space and let f: X, x . . . x X, + Y be a separately continuous function. Then, for all 
bEX,,, thesetofxEX,X’.. x X,_, such that f is continuous at (x, b) is a dense G6 
subset of X, x ’ . . x X,_, . 
4. Namioka’s theorem and multivariate functions 
Let Y be a compact space, E a subset of Y, 2 a metric space. We denote by 
“e,,,( Y, 2) the set ‘%( Y, 2) equipped with the topology of pointwise convergence 
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on the set E. Let A( Y, 2) be a subset of %‘( Y, 2). We denote by &,,( Y, Z) 
(respectively &,( Y, Z), &,,E( Y, Z)) the subspace of %,,( Y, Z) (respectively 
V&( Y, Z), %,,,( Y, Z)) whose underlying set is &zp( Y, Z). 
Let us recall that a subset V of a topological space W is called relatively countably 
compact if any sequence ( v,),,,rm of points of V has at least one cluster point in W. 
According to a theorem of Grothendieck [9], a subset of %,,( Y, Z) is relatively 
countably compact if and only if it is relatively compact. 
In Theorem 2.5 we gave a relatively easy proof of Namioka’s classical theorem. 
The following extension of this theorem is much more difficult to obtain. In addition 
to the ideas of Section 2, its proof relies in particular on Corollary 3.4 of the 
preceding section. 
4.1. Theorem. Let X, , X,, . . . , X,, be countably tech complete regular spaces, Y a 
compact space, E a dense subset of Y, Z a metric space and &‘( Y, Z) a subset of 
%( Y, Z). Let us suppose that any relatively countably compact subset of&&Y, Z) 
which is bounded in A,( Y, Z) is relatively countably compact in &,,( Y, Z). Let 
~:x,x*.‘xx,+.4p,,, (Y, Z) be a separately continuous function. Then the set A 
of continuity points of 9 : X, X . . . x X,, + &,( Y, Z) is a dense Gs subset of X, x . . . x 
X7. 
Proof. The following proof is done in the same way as that of Theorem 2.5, but 
new features arise from the fact that &,,E( Y, Z) is substituted to %,,( Y, Z) and from 
the fact that the function 9 : X, x . . . x X, + &,,E( Y, Z) is “only” separately con- 
tinuous. We can suppose that Z = ([w’),, where I is a set (cf. Remark 2.4). 
(a) We denote by X the product space X,X . . . xX, and by @ the function 
x ++ P(x) from X to %‘( Y, Z). Let f E %‘,( Y, Z) and p>O; let us show that 
@-‘(B(J; p)) and @-‘(B(f, p)) have the same interior in X. Let U be the interior 
of P’(B(f, p)) and let x E lJ; it is sufficient to show that x E P’(B(J; p)). Suppose 
that x& @-‘(B(f, p)); then Q(x) P? B(f, p). The ball B(S, p) is closed in %‘,,,( Y, Z) 
and it follows from Corollary 3.4 that the function @ : X + %$,,( Y, Z) is quasicon- 
tinuous at x. Therefore there exists a nonempty open subset U’c U which is disjoint 
from @-‘(Bcf, p)). But this is incompatible with the inclusion U c @-‘(B(f, p)). 
(b) For all XE X, let us denote by w(x) the oscillation at x of the function 
0 : X + %?,( Y, Z). For every k E N* let 
G,, = {x E X 1 w(x) < l/k}. 
Since the function x H w(x) is upper semicontinuous, Gk is an open subset of X 
and consequently, since A = n,,,,* Gk, the set A is a G, subset of X. Let k,,E N*; 
since X is a Baire space, in order to prove that A = X, we have only to show that 
Gh,, = X. Suppose that Gk,, # X. 
Let us show that there exists a nonempty open set V which is disjoint from Gk,, 
and such that Q(V) is a bounded subset of %‘,,( Y, Z). Let f E %‘,( Y, Z); we have 
X\Gk,c U @-‘(Wi k))(=X). kcW 
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Since X is a Baire space, there exist a nonempty open subset V c X\ Gko and m E N* 
such that Vc @-‘(B(f, m)). According to (a), we have Vc CF’(B(f; m)) and 
therefore @( V) is bounded in %‘,( Y, 2). 
(c) Let E = 1/3k,. Let U c V be a nonempty open subset of X and let L be a 
finite subset of %( Y, 2). Let us show that 
U$ cFI(B(L, E)), 
where B( L, E) = UfsL B(f; E). 
Otherwise there would exist g E L and a nonempty open subset U’= U such that 
U’c @-‘(B(g, E)). According to (a), we have U’c @-‘(B(g, E)) and consequently 
w(x) G 2~ < l/k0 for all XE U’; but this is absurd since U’c X\G,,. 
(4 Let (4JktN be an adapted sequence of open covers of Xi, i = 1,. . . , n. Let 
v, x . . . x V,, be a nonempty cylindrical open subset of V and let 9, be the set of 
all pairs ( Uj, xi) where Ui c V, is a nonempty open subset of Xi and Xi E Uiy i = 
,n. Let P=CP,x+**xP’,; 
&l,x,,,,.. 
we shall define by induction a sequence 
. , (U,, , x~,,))~~~ of points of 9’ in the following way. We choose 
(( u0, I x01), . . . 3 (Uon 9 xon)) E g such that Uoj c Vi and Uoi 1s d,i-small, i = 1, . . . , n. 
Suppose that (( Ujl , xjl), . . . , ( Ujn , x,,)) has been defined for j = 0, . . . , k. Let Ski = 
{xiilO<js k}, i= 1,. . . , n and let us denote by Lk the (finite) sublattice of %( Y, 2) 
generated by @(Sk1 x * * . x S,,). Then we choose 
(( ‘&+,)I, x(k+l)l), . . . , (qk+l)n, X(k+ld) E p 
such that the following conditions are satisfied: 
U (k+l)i c uki 7 i=l,...,n; 
G is tiCk+l)i-small, i = 1, . . . , n; 
(u(k+l)l x ’ ’ ’ x U(k+l)n) n @-‘cBcLk, &)I =6 
Such a choice is possible as a consequence of (c) above. 
(e) For all i = 1,. . . , n, let 
(15) 
(16) 
(17) 
si = {xji Ij E N} = (, Sk,. 
kcN 
It follows from conditions (15) and (16) that Si is a relatively countably compact 
subset of Xi, i = 1, . . . , n. Let r, be a cluster point of the sequence (xki)ksN in 
X,, i=l . . 3 
of @(S,‘i * . 
n;letr=(r,,..., r,,) and let us prove that Q(r) belongs to the closure 
* X S,) in %$e,( Y, Z). 
For any set W c %( Y, Z), let us denote by I%’ p3E its closure in %$,,( Y, Z) and by 
Wp its closure in yP( Y, Z). Since r E S; X . . . x K, it will be sufficient to prove that 
@(s;x*. . x~)~@(slx-~~xs,)p. (18) 
ForeachiE{l,...,n}andeach 
-- 
X=(X1 ,..., X,_l,X,+l,...) X,)ES~X”‘XSi_~XSi+lX~“X~, 
since Dx: Xi + (e,,,( Y, Z) is continuous, we have 
@.GJc @.JS,)p,E. 
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In the particular case where E = Y, the inclusion (18) would then be a direct 
consequence of Remark 3.2. We now consider the general case. Since the function 
$?x :X, + &,J Y, Z) is continuous, ‘i”,(&) is a relatively countably compact subset 
of J&,,~ ( Y, 2) and, since it is bounded in d,, ( Y, Z) (let us recall that K x . . . x xc 
V), it follows from the hypothesis that it is also relatively countably compact in 
a,,( Y, Z) and therefore also in %,,( Y, 2). Hence, making use of the above result 
of Grothendieck, we get that @,(S,) is relatively compact in ‘$,( Y, Z) and con- 
sequently 
F@JP,E = @.y(s,)P. x 
Therefore the inclusion (18) follows once more from Remark 3.2. 
(f) Taking (1.5) into account, we have 
7.E u,,x ‘. . x Uk,, for all k E N. (19) 
We have S,X...XS,,=U~~~S~,X...XS~~ and 4(SA,x...xSk,)~Lk for all 
kEN; hence, according to (e), Q(r) belongs to the closure of H = lJhErm Lk in 
%,,( Y, Z). Since H is a sublattice of %( Y, Z), it follows from Lemma 2.3 that there 
exists gE H such that rEP’(B(g,e)). Let rn~N such that gEL,; then rE 
F’(B(L,, e)) and it follows from (17) that rit UCmi,), x . . . x Uc,n+,j,,; but this 
contradicts (19). 0 
4.2. Corollary. Let X,, . . . , X,, be countably tech complete regular spaces, Y a com- 
pact space, Z a metric space and @ : X, x . . . XX, + gP( Y, Z) a separately continuous 
function. Then the set A of continuity points of @: X, x . . + x X,, + g5,( Y, Z) is a dense 
G,subsetoj”X,x...xX,. 
4.3. Corollary. Let X, , . . , X,, be countably Czech complete regular spaces, Y a com- 
pact space, Z a metric space and f: X, x . . . X X, X Y + Z a separately continuous 
function. Then the set of x E X, x . ' . x X, such that f is continuous at each point of 
{x}~YisadenseG,subsetofX,x~~~xX,,. 
Proof. Let @ : X, X . . . xX, + %‘,,( Y, Z) be the separately continuous function 
defined by @(x)(y) = f(x, y), x E X, x . . . XX,,, y E Y. Let x E X, x . . . XX, ; then 
it is well known that f is continuous at each point of {X}X Y if and only if 
@:X,x.** xX,, + %,,( Y, Z) is continuous at x. Therefore Corollary 4.2 gives the 
desired conclusion. 0 
4.4. Remark. In [22], Talagrand has proved Corollary 4.3 in the case where, for 
i=2,..., n, the space Xi is compact. 
5. Namioka’s theorem in vector spaces 
The following statement which will be used in the proof of Theorem 5.2 is an 
extension of a result of Bourgain and Talagrand [l]. 
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5.1. Theorem (Khurana [ 121). Let Y be a compact convex subset of a locally convex 
Hausdorff topological vector space on thejeld K (K = [w or C) and a( Y, K) the set 
of afjhne and continuous functions from Y into K. Let ext( Y) be the set of extremal 
points of Y Then any relatively countably compact subset of &,,,extCY,( Y, K) which is 
bounded in &( Y, K) is relatively compact in d,,( Y, K). 
Now the following theorem is essentially an application of Theorem 4.1. 
5.2. Theorem. Let X,, . . . , X, be countably tech complete regular spaces, Y a compact 
convex subset of a locally convex Hausdor- topological vector space on the field 
K (K =R or C) and &( Y, K) the set of afine and continuous functions from Y into 
K. Let F : X, x . . . x X, + zZ,,+~( y, ( Y, K) be a separately continuous function, where 
ext( Y) denotes the set of extremal points of Y. Then the set A of continuity points of 
the function ly : X, x . . .xX,,+&(Y,K) isadenseG,subsetofX,x...~X,,. 
Proof. Let E be the convex hull of ext( Y); E is a dense subset of Y (by Krein- 
Milman’s theorem) and we have 
&6! p,ext(~( Y, K) = dp,~( Y, K). (20) 
Let S be a relatively countably compact subset of &p,E( Y, 2) which is bounded in 
J&( Y, 2). It follows from Theorem 5.1 and from (20) that S is a relatively compact 
subset of A$( Y, 2). Thus the desired conclusion follows from Theorem 4.1. q 
5.3. Definition. Let (B, 11 . 11) b e a Banach space on K (K = R or C) and let B’ be 
the topological dual space of B. Let Y be the closed unit ball of B’ (with respect 
to the usual norm of B’). The topology on B induced by the extremal elements of 
Y is called the extremal topology on B and is denoted by o(B, ext). It is a locally 
convex Hausdorff topology which is coarser than the weak topology a(B, B’). 
The following corollary of Theorem 5.2 constitutes a substantial improvement of 
[24, Theorem 3.31. Indeed, it is only established there by assuming that the function 
ly is quasicontinuous. Making use of Corollary 3.4, we can suppress this additional 
hypothesis. 
5.4. Corollary. Let X,, . . . X, be countably tech complete regular spaces, (B, II . 11) a 
Banach space on the field K (K = R or C) and ly : X, x . . .X, + (B, a( B, ext)) a 
separately continuous function. Then the set of x E X, x . . . x X, such that the function 
T:X,x.. . xX,+CB, 11.11) IS continuous at x is a dense G6 subset of X, x . . . x X,,. 
Proof. Let Y be the closed unit ball of the topological dual space B’ of B. Let US 
equip B’ with the weak topology o(B), B); then B’ is a locally convex Hausdorff 
space on K and Y is a compact convex subset of B’. Let 0: B+ a( Y, K) be 
the function defined by O(b)(y) = y(b), b E B, ye Y; then the function 
@ : (B, a(& ext)) + dp,extc y, (Y, K) is an imbedding and O:(B, II*I()+&,(Y, K) is 
isometric. The desired conclusion is immediately obtained by applying Theorem 5.2 
to the function 0 0 !P. 0 
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5.5. Remark. In [21], Stegall has proved the preceding corollary for the case n = 1. 
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